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Abstract

Travel time of passengers is often uncertain due to lack of punctuality of public transport services. Whereas Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data makes it easy to measure the punctuality of public transport vehicles themselves, calculating door-to-door passenger punctuality is challenging, as both the intended and realised routes of passengers have to be considered. This study introduces a MATSim mesoscopic simulation framework for evaluating passenger punctuality caused by vehicle delays in the railway system in the metropolitan area of Copenhagen. Based upon empirical train delay data for 65 weekdays in the autumn of 2014, the model shows that passenger punctuality is considerably smaller than train punctuality, with 17.8% of the passengers using the railway system being delayed more than a minute compared to their intended plan.

Introduction

In most public transport networks a substantial share of passengers use more than one line to satisfy their transport needs. When transferring between such lines there is a risk that the passenger may not reach the desired run of the next line in time due to delays of the previous line. Such delays play a vital role when dealing with passenger delays [1].

Paradoxically, public transport operators are generally evaluated on the basis of their vehicle punctuality and reliability, not the door-to-door punctuality of passengers [2]. Although some research has touched upon passenger perspectives in railway timetabling [3], incorporating such passenger reliability measures in the actual evaluation of public transport systems is not done in practice. The first step to address this is to be able to calculate passenger consequences when public transport systems fail to meet full punctuality.
Ongoing research seems to focus on inferring such passenger delays by the use of data from individual passengers. Passenger delays were calculated in [4] and [5] for a closed metro system in Shanghai using Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) data, and [6] combined smartphone data with AVL data to infer observed and intended trips through San Francisco's Muni network. Such studies can provide important information on passenger delays, but the methods require data that typically cannot be assumed to be available across the entire network in general public transport systems.

Instead, in this study, we present an agent-based model framework for calculation of passenger delays by means of vehicle delays retrieved from AVL data generally collected in such systems. Passenger delays are evaluated by comparing the door-to-door travel times of intended routes (according to the planned timetable) to realised travel times that are modelled on the basis of empirical train delays and a semi-adaptive route choice model, allowing passengers to intelligently choose which train to board on-the-go. A detailed dataset consisting of train delays from 65 weekdays is used as input for the model, allowing the analysis of disaggregate day-to-day variations in passenger delays as well as overall aggregate analyses. Such a model to infer passenger delays from vehicle delays should facilitate improvements of public transport systems towards better user experiences for the passengers using them.

Before the model and the case study is introduced, a short literature review of existing approaches to modelling passenger delays modelling is presented.

Background

Determining passenger delays is a complex task as it requires knowledge about both the intended and realised route for every passenger in the system. In timetable-based public transport networks the intended routes and their associated travel times can be modelled in numerous ways [7]. For instance by utilising a diachronic graph [8] a dual graph [9], [10] or a mixed line database [11]–[13]. However, routes found with the above methods are only valid when assuming full punctuality of services.

Unfortunately, full punctuality is rare, why dynamic adaptive route choice models are needed when modelling how passengers move through an actual unreliable schedule-based public transport network. [11] introduced (and models on a toy network) four adaptive strategies ranging from sticking to the same series of stop as intended (run/line choice (principle 1)) to choosing an optimal path based on full a priori knowledge of the entire (delayed) network (principle 4).

In the literature several of such adaptive route choice models for public transport have been proposed, both using frequency-based approaches (e.g. [14], [15]), and schedule-based approaches (e.g. [16]). Only a few of these deal with passenger delays explicitly.

[17] and [18] both found passenger delays by averaging over several simulated days with delays drawn from statistical distributions. However, in both studies full a priori knowledge of present and future delays was assumed (principle 4, [11]).

[19] presented a model with internally modelled queueing delays caused by passengers, but without including other causes of vehicle delays.

[20] used an approach with realised train delays and adaptive passenger route choices in the time dimension (run choice) similar to principle 1 of [11], but allowing full optimal adaptive route choice based on full information after a passenger is delayed above a certain threshold. The model was applied to the suburban railway network of Copenhagen using micro-simulated railway running times. [21] extended this by using realised delays provided by the railway operator.
[22] introduced a model for a part of the Dutch train network used for evaluating passenger effects of adding additional trains under disruption, but explicitly suggested using the model for analysing passenger delays in future work.

![Figure 1 – The model framework consisting of a base scenario with a planned timetable providing intended routes, and scenarios for each historical day based on realised timetables resulting in realised routes.](image)

**Methodology**

This study contributes to the literature by evaluating door-to-door passenger delays in a multi-modal public transport system of a large-scale metropolitan area using readily available train delay data. A diverse mix of transfers between low and high frequency lines for both buses and trains is secured through the multi-modality of the model, currently only represented in the literature when applying smartphone data of individual passengers.

The model firstly identifies planned routes according to the timetable for all public transport trips, and then imposes the realised timetable under an assumption that passengers make adaptive on-the-go choices in the time dimension (run choice) between stops/stations.

Such a process is repeated for each historical day with train delays available, allowing door-to-door travel patterns of each individual passenger to be modelled for each of these days. Comparing the trip travel times from these days to the base scenario where all trains run according the schedule allows the calculation of passenger delays. The approach is illustrated in Figure 1 and formally written in Algorithm 1 in the appendix.

The model is based on version 0.9.0 of MATSim [23] an open-source mesoscopic transport simulator capable of modelling door-to-door transport on an individual level for both public transport and car traffic. The events-based public transport router-extension of MATSim [24] allows public transport users to reach optimal planned routes through a day-to-day learning process by comparing the scores of performed routes across different iterations.

When the day is simulated, only adaptive choices in the time dimension (run choice) can be performed, in the sense that agents choose the first departing vehicle that can take them to the next stop in their planned route. This corresponds to principle 1 of [11].

**Case Study and Results**

The case study is based on a recently developed MATSim scenario for the metropolitan area of Copenhagen [25]. This includes the entirety of the public transport system spread across different varieties of trains (24 lines), buses (400 lines), metro (2 lines) and ferries (1 line), but also includes car users assigned to a high-resolution network of 379,907 unidirectional links.
A base scenario using the planned timetable as well as 65 historical days from the autumn of 2014 with realised timetables have been run with the model. The realised timetables were provided by the railway operator (DSB) and covers all train runs in the region (excluding metro).

A 1% sample of the population with a total of 15,976 agents was used in the tests presented in this paper. 8,274 public transport trips were simulated per historical day, out of which 4,086 trips used the railway system at some point during the trip.

| Table 1 – Proportion of passengers and trains arriving early, on time, and late. |
|----------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
|乘客延时 | 列车延时 |
| Delay ≤ -1 minute | 5.7% | 11.6% |
| | Delay | < 1 minute | 76.6% | 77.0% |
| | Delay ≥ 1 minute | 17.8% | 11.4% |
| Average Delay [min] | 1.49 | 0.15 |
| SD of Delay [min] | 8.10 | 2.33 |
| Number of Observations | 265,362 | 2,362,880 |

The aggregate results shown in Table 1 illustrate that the average delay for trips using the railway system is 1.49 minutes and that the standard deviation of the delay is 8.10 minutes. It is seen that the majority of passengers (76.6%) arrives within one minute of their intended arrival time. However, a considerable number of passengers (17.8%) are delayed more than a minute, whereas only a few passengers arrive more than a minute earlier than expected (5.7%).

The proportion of passengers arriving late is in line with findings in [21] that showed that 15% of passengers arrive late when only considering the suburban railway network of Copenhagen. Both the average delay and proportion of passengers arriving early were much larger in that study though (7.5 - 8.4 minutes and 17.3 - 19.6%, respectively).

As expected, it is also seen the train punctuality is considerably higher than the passenger punctuality. This is even more evident in Figure 2 where the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the passenger and train delays of the current study are illustrated. About 5% of all trips are delayed more than 10 minutes, whereas arriving much earlier than intended only occurs rarely.

![Figure 2 – Empirical cumulative distribution function of delays and train arrival delays at each station.](image)

Finally, Figure 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of delays based on the location of origins and destinations, respectively. The most evident tendency seems to be that trips departing from the city center are more volatile than trips heading for the city center. This seems plausible as passengers travelling from the city center most likely will use a high frequent (and likely irregular) service before transferring onto a service with a lower frequency, which they may miss due to the irregularity of the first service.
Conclusions

This study has presented an agent-based framework for determination of passenger delays in large-scale multi-modal transport systems based on train delays from AVL data. In the application to the metropolitan area of Copenhagen, the model required no additional empirical passenger information, and was still able to calculate door-to-door delays of individual agents across different modes of the public transport system. Results from these initial tests showed that both the mean and variance of passenger delays were notably higher than for vehicle delays, and that the distribution of passenger delays had an overweight of positive delays.

Future work includes increasing the population sample to provide a better coverage of the model area. This would allow carrying out detailed analyses such as investigating the effect of transfer types (to/from bus/train) and stations. Additionally, the study can be extended to include calculation of optimal route choices for each historical day, i.e. route choice under the assumption of full knowledge of all present and future delays. This is currently not possible for the realised timetables due to memory limitations, but by allocating more resources (than the 128gb currently available), this extension should indeed be possible. As the current adaptive route choice only considers the time dimension, this extension could provide an (admittedly optimistic) estimate of the lower bound of the passenger delays.
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Appendix

Algorithm 1

1: Create the planned timetable, \( S^P \).
2: **while** not converged **do**
3: Run MATSim with the events-based public transport router-extension ([24]) using \( S^P \) to get the intended travel times, \( t^I_T \), for all trips, \( T \in \mathcal{T} \).
4: Create realised timetables, \( T^R_D \), for all historical weekdays, \( D \in \mathcal{D} \).
5: **for** all days, \( D \in \mathcal{D} \) **do**
6: Simulate \( D \) in MATSim using the realised timetable, \( T^R_D \), and the intended routes from 3, while allowing agents to make adaptive run choices in order to obtain the realised travel times, \( t^R_T \), for all trips, \( T \in \mathcal{T} \).
7: **for** all trips, \( T \in \mathcal{T} \) **do**
8: Find the passenger delay of \( T \), \( d_T \), as the difference between the intended travel time from 3 and the realised travel time from 7,

\[
d_T = t^R_T - t^I_T.
\]